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CHAPTER I - INTRODUCTION 
 
Light is ultimate means of sending information to and from the interior structure of a 
material since it packages data in a signal of zero mass and unmatched speed. Light is 
‘single handed’ when interacting with atoms of conventional materials because only the 
electric hand is effective in probing the atoms of a material whereas the magnetic hand 
interaction is too weak. Metamaterials are artificial materials with rationally designed 
properties that allow both field components of light to couple to meta-atoms and thus 
enable entirely new optical properties and exciting applications with such “double-
handed” light, the most fascinating property being that of a negative refractive index 
which is the most fundamental characteristic of light propagation in materials. 
Metamaterials with negative refraction will lead to the development of ‘superlens’ 
capable of imaging objects and fine structures much smaller than the wavelength of light. 
Other exciting applications will lead to development of optical antennas, 
nanolithography, nanocircuits and ‘metacoatings’ that can make objects invisible, giving 
birth to the technology of electromagnetic cloak. 
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The work presented in this thesis is an experimental study of manipulating terahertz 
(THz) transmission through subwavelength split ring resonators (SRRs) structured as 
metal films on silicon substrate. The SRRs mainly have sharp resonance features which 
are the key to evoking highly dispersive behavior in permittivity as well as permeability. 
The two prominent resonances are due to the circular current excited in the inductive – 
capacitive (LC) circuit of the metal split rings and the charged coupled plasmonic 
oscillations in the metal arms at higher frequency. The work here mainly concentrates on 
the control of these highly resonant features and studying their in-depth behavior and 
their potential applications such as biosensing, design of high quality factor devices, 
developing devices for slow light applications and optical nanoantennas. 
 
1. 1 Electric and magnetic properties of materials 
 
The electric and magnetic properties of materials are determined by two important 
material parameters, dielectric permittivity and magnetic permeability. Together the 
permeability and the permittivity determine the response of the material to the 
electromagnetic radiation. Generally, ε and µ are both positive in ordinary materials. 
While ε could be negative in some materials (for instance, ε posses negative values below 
the plasma frequency of metals), no natural materials with negative µ are known. 
However, for certain structures, which are called left-handed materials (LHMs), both the 
effective permittivity, effε  and permeability, effµ possess negative values. In such 
materials the index of refraction, n, is less than zero, and therefore, the phase and group 
velocity of an electromagnetic (EM) wave can propagate in opposite directions such that 
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the direction of propagation is reversed with respect to the direction of energy flow [1]. 
This phenomenon is called the negative index of refraction and was first theoretically 
proposed by Veselago in 1968, who also investigated various interesting optical 
properties of the negative index structures [1]. 
1. 2 Negative permittivity and permeability 
 
Negative effective permittivity in the microwave frequency range can be achieved by 
using periodic thin wire media. Dielectric permittivity takes negative values and EM 
waves cannot propagate inside the medium below the plasma frequency [2]. Electric 
charge is responsible for a large electric response in dielectric materials. Because of the 
lack of magnetic charge analogous to electric charge, it is more difficult to obtain a 
material with negative magnetic permeability. Pendry et al. suggested that a periodic 
array of artificial structures called SRRs exhibit it negative effective µ for frequencies 
close to the magnetic resonance frequency [3]. Smith et al. reported the experimental 
demonstration of LHMs by stacking SRRs and thin rod structures as periodic arrays of 
one and tow dimensional structured composite metamaterials [4,5]. Theoretical 
predictions based on calculations and analyses showed that the refractive index is indeed 
negative, where both ε and µ are simultaneously negative [6]. Experimental observation 
of negative refraction in LHMs by Shelby et al. [7]. In general, wave propagation in 
negative index media have also been a controversial subject and have generated an 
intense debate but over the time extensive experimental studies on negative refraction 
using different techniques supported the existence of negative refraction [8,9].  
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1. 3 THz metamaterials 
 
The development of artificially structured metamaterials has led to the realization of 
phenomena that cannot be obtained with natural materials. This is especially important 
for the technologically relevant THz (1 THz = 1210  Hz) frequency regime because many 
materials inherently do not respond to THz radiation, and the tools that are necessary to 
construct devices operating within this range—sources, lenses, switches, modulators and 
detectors—largely do not exist [10-16]. Considerable efforts are underway to fill this 
‘THz gap’ in view of the useful potential applications of THz radiation. Moderate 
progress has been made in THz generation and detection; THz quantum cascade lasers 
are a recent example. However, techniques to control and manipulate THz waves are 
lagging behind. Here we demonstrate metamaterials capable of efficient real-time control 
and manipulation of THz radiation. The passive device consists of an array of aluminum, 
silver or lead electric resonator elements fabricated on a silicon substrate. The design 
flexibility associated with metamaterials provides a promising approach, from a device 
perspective, towards filling the THz gap.  
 
1. 4 Organization of this thesis 
 
The report is directed towards probing the characteristics of THz domain metamaterials 
and optimizing their behavior which would ultimately help the development of sub 
wavelength THz photonics. Fundamental resonance features of metamaterials can be 
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tuned achieving a huge modulation capacity just by working along the thin film 
technology. Mastering this art of controlling the propagation of feely propagating THz 
pulses can lead to development of the much required THz filter and modulators. One of 
the most important features of THz waves is application in sensing due to many materials 
having characteristic signatures in this range of frequencies. In this report there is an 
attempt to design high quality factor metamaterials which can be used for sensing. The 
optimization technique of Q factors of  SRRs has been detailed and also experimentally 
the sensing capability of the THz is proved. 
 
Chapter 2 is a brief description of the fundamental theories on which the metamaterials 
work. The dispersion relation for the permittivity and the permeability has been discussed  
and the condition for which they would become negative which forms the basis for the 
development of negative index metamaterials. 
 
Chapter 3 shows the experimental setup for time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS). 
Optoelectronic techniques for transmission and detection of pulsed THz radiation are 
described. A focused beam THz-TDS system is capable of focusing down the THz beam 
up to a frequency independent beam waist of 3.5 mm. 
 
Chapter 4 is a study of the evolution of the fundamental resonance features of THz 
metamaterials. It has been shown experimentally as to at what critical thickness of metal 
split rings does the resonances starts to appear and then increases in strength till it finally 
saturates at a particular thickness and the transmission remains fixed after that. 
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Chapter 5 is a demonstration of how the fundamental inductive-capacitive (LC) 
resonance depends on the permittivity of the metal used for the metamaterial design. The 
higher conductivity metal shows stronger resonance. The experiment reveals that the 
conductivity of the metal does not limit the Q factor of the LC resonance but it is the 
radiation resistance of metal rings with increasing conductivity. 
 
Chapter 6 presents the close interaction study between the SRRs. A comparison is made 
between SRRs with different symmetry oriented unit cells and different periodicity. 
Tremendous pulse reshaping is observed for the closely placed SRRs. For one of the 
super unit cells a Q factor of 18.5 is observed due to a very sharp high frequency resonant 
dip which has immense potential to be used for sensing applications. 
 
Chapter 7 is the study of pulse propagation through a random media comprising of SRRs 
whose periodicity changes randomly, though its orientation is kept fixed. We basically 
observe no change in the fundamental resonance of the SRR but a significant change in 
the higher order resonances of the random metamaterials. 
 
Chapter 8 is experimental demonstrations of the sensing capability of the SRRs. We see 
significant shifts in the resonance frequencies of the metamaterial for a dielectric thin 
film layer of as thin as 100nm. We propose this as a very important effect to sense very 
small amounts of analytes in the THz frequency domain. 
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At last, in chapter 9 we attempt to replicate the quantum phenomena of 
electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) plasmonic mode coupling in classical 
THz  metamaterial resonators where we describe the limitations of split ring resonators of 
same size having similar quality factors and Lorentzian coupling between two resonators 
of same Q factors cannot replicate the real EIT effect. 
 
Finally, chapter 10 summarizes the highlights of this work and its long term implications. 
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CHAPTER II - FUNDAMENTALS OF 
METAMATERIALS 
 
2. 1 Definition of metamaterials 
 
Electromagnetic metamaterials (MMs) are broadly defined as artificial effectively 
homogeneous electromagnetic structures with unusual properties not readily available in 
nature. An effectively homogeneous structure is a structure whose structural average cell 
size P is much smaller than the guided wavelength, gλ . Therefore, this average cell size 
should be at least smaller than a quarter of wavelength, / 4gP λ< . We will refer to the 
condition / 4gP λ<  as the effective homogeneity limit or effective-homogeneity 
condition1, to ensure that refractive phenomena will dominate over scattering/diffraction 
phenomena when a wave propagates inside the MM medium. If the condition of 
effective-homogeneity is satisfied, the structure behaves as a real material in the sense 
that electromagnetic waves are essentially myopic to the lattice and only probe the 
average, or effective, macroscopic and well-defined constitutive parameters, which 
depend on the nature of the unit cell; the structure is thus electromagnetically uniform 
along the direction of propagation. The constitutive parameters are the permittivity ε  and 
the permeabilityµ , which are related to the refractive index n by 
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                                                r rn ε µ= ± ,                                                          (2-1) 
where 
r
ε  and 
r
µ  are the relative permittivity and permeability related to the free space 
permittivity and permeability by 120 ( / ) 8.85 10rε ε ε −= = ×  and, 70 ( / ) 4 10rµ µ µ π −= = × , 
respectively. In equation (2-1), the sign ± for the double-valued square root function has 
been a priori admitted for generality. The four possible sign combinations in the pair (ε, µ) 
are (+, +), (+, −),(−, +), and (−, −), as illustrated in the ε − µ diagram of Fig. 2-1. Whereas 
the first three combinations are well known in conventional materials, the last one [(−, 
−)], with simultaneously negative permittivity and permeability, corresponds to the new 
class of LHMs [17]. 
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    Figure 2-1 Permittivity – Permeability and refractive index diagram [17] 
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2. 2 Prediction of Veselago 
 
The history of MMs started in 1967 with the visionary speculation on the existence of 
“substances with simultaneously negative values of ε and µ” (fourth quadrant in Fig. 2-1) 
by the Russian physicist Viktor Veselago [1]. In his paper, Veselago called these 
materials as left-handed (LH) to express the fact that they would allow the propagation of 
electromagnetic waves with the electric field, the magnetic field, and the phase constant 
vectors building a LH triad, compared with conventional materials where this triad is 
known to be right-handed. Veselago concluded his paper by discussing potential real 
(natural) “substances” that could exhibit left-handedness. He suggested that gyrotropic 
substances possessing plasma and magnetic properties which both ε  and µ  are tensors 
(anisotropic structures), could possibly be LH. However, he recognized that we do not 
know of even a single substance which could be isotropic and have 0µ < , thereby 
pointing out how difficult it seemed to realize a practical LH structure [17]. No LH 
material was indeed discovered at that time. 
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2. 3 Dispersive permittivity and permeability 
 
After Veselago’s paper, more than 30 years elapsed until the first LH material was 
conceived and demonstrated experimentally. This LH material was not a natural 
substance, as expected by Veselago, but an artificial effectively homogeneous structure 
which was proposed by Smith and colleagues [4]. This structure was inspired by the 
pioneering works of Pendry et al [3]. Pendry introduced the plasmonic-type negative-
ε/positive-µ and positive-ε/negative-µ structures shown in Fig. 2-2, which can be 
designed to have their plasmonic frequency in the microwave range. Both of these 
structures have an average cell size p much smaller than the guided wavelength and are 
therefore effectively homogeneous structures, or MMs. The negative-ε/positive-µ MM is 
the metal thin-wire (TW) structure shown in Fig. 2-2(a). 
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Figure 2-2 - (a) Thin – wire (TW) structure exhibiting negative - ε / positive – µ  if E is 
parallel to z. (b) SRR structure exhibiting positive – ε  / negative – µ   if H is 
perpendicular to y axis. [3,17] 
 
  
 
 
 
 
(a) (b) 
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If the excitation electric field E is parallel to the axis of the wires so as to induce a current 
along them and generate equivalent electric dipole moments, this MM exhibits a 
plasmonic-type permittivity frequency function of the form [2] 
                                          
2
2( ) 1 per j
ω
ε ω
ω ωζ
= −
+
                           
                                            
                                                 
2
2
2
ln( )
pe
c
pp
a
π
ω =
                                                     (2-2) 
  
                                            
2
0 ( / ) /pep aζ ε ω πσ=
                             
where peω  is the tunable electric plasma frequency in gigahertz range and ζ is the 
damping factor due to metal loss. It is clear from the dispersion relation above that  
 
Re ( ) 0
r
ε <  for 2 2 2peω ω ζ< − and if 0ζ =  then ( ) 0rε <  for peω ω<  Eq. (2-2)     (2-3) 
 
Permeability is simply 0µ µ= , since no magnetic material is present and no magnetic 
dipole moment is generated. It should be noted that the wires are assumed to be much 
longer than wavelength (theoretically infinite), which means that the wires are excited at 
frequencies situated far below their first resonance. The positive-ε/negative-µ MM is the 
metal split-ring resonator (SRR) structure shown in Fig. 2-2(b) [3]. If the excitation 
magnetic field H is perpendicular to the plane of the rings so as to induce resonating 
, 
, 
, 
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currents in the loop and generate equivalent magnetic dipole moments, this MM exhibits 
a plasmonic-type permeability frequency function of the form [3] 
                              
                                  
2
2 2
0
( ) 1
r
m
F
j
ω
µ ω
ω ω ωζ
= −
− +
                                         
 
                                               
2( )aF
p
π=
                                                             (2-4) 
 
                                    
0 3
3
ln(2 / )m
p
c
wa t
ω
π
=
                                             
 
It should be noted that the SRR structure has a magnetic response despite the fact that it 
does not include magnetic conducting materials due to the presence of artificial magnetic 
dipole moments provided by the ring resonators. Eq. (2.4) reveals that a frequency range 
can exist in which Re ( ) 0
r
µ <   in general 0ζ ≠ . In the loss-less case, it appears that 
( 0ζ ≠ ), it follows that 
 
                  ( ) 0
r
µ <  , for                   
0
0 1
m
m pmF
ω
ω ω ω< < =
−
                                (2-5) 
 
where pmω  is called the magnetic plasma frequency.  
 
, 
, 
, 
, 
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The equivalent circuit of a SRR is shown in Fig. 2-3 [17]. In the double ring 
configuration [Fig. 2-3(a)], capacitive coupling and inductive coupling between the larger 
and smaller rings are modeled by a coupling capacitance mC  and by a transformer 
(transforming ratio n), respectively. In the single ring conFig.uration [Fig. 2-3(b)], the 
circuit model is that of the simplest RLC resonator with resonant frequency 
 
                                                        
0
1
LC
ω =
                                                       (2-6) 
 
The double SRR is essentially equivalent to the single SRR if mutual coupling is weak, 
because the dimensions of the two rings are very close to each other, so that 1 1L L L≈ ≈  
and 1 1C C C≈ ≈ , resulting in a combined resonance frequency close to that of the single 
SRR with same dimensions but with a larger magnetic moment due to higher current 
density. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
, 
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Figure 2-3: Equivalent circuit model of (a) double SRR, (b) single SRR. [17] 
 
 
In [4], Smith et al. combined the TW and SRR structures of Pendry into the composite 
structure which represented the first experimental LH MM prototype. The main 
arguments in [4] consisted that of  designing a TW structure and a SRR structure with 
overlapping frequency ranges of negative permittivity and permeability; combining the 
two structures into a composite TW-SRR structure, and launching an electromagnetic 
wave j re β− through the structure and concluding from a fact that a pass band (or 
maximum transmission coefficient, experimentally) appears in the frequency range of 
interest proves that the constitutive parameters are simultaneously negative in this range 
on the basis of the fact that 0 r rnkβ µ ε= = ±  has to be real in a pass band. 
 
 
 
(a) (b) 
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CHAPTER III 
 
EXPERIMENTAL SET UP FOR TERAHERTZ 
TIME DOMAIN SPECTROSCOPY (THz-TDS) 
3. 1 THz time-domain spectroscopy  
 
The THz-TDS is a spectroscopic technique where a special generation and detection 
scheme is used to probe the material properties with short pulses of THz radiation [18]. 
The generation and detection scheme is sensitive to the sample material’s effect on both 
the amplitude and phase of the THz pulses. This particular spectroscopy technique gives 
extra phase information compared to the other conventional spectroscopy methods like 
Fourier transform spectroscopy which is sensitive only to the amplitude. The amplitude 
and phase are directly related to the absorption coefficient and index of refraction of the 
sample and thus the complex valued permittivity of the sample can be obtained without 
having to carry out the Kramers- Kronig analysis. The THz-TDS has several other 
advantages like many materials have unique spectral behavior in the THz frequency 
range. There are materials which are transparent to THz pulses. THz radiation is harmless 
for the biological cells and tissues due to its non ionizing nature. 
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3. 2 Broadband 8F confocal THz-TDS set up. 
 
The transmission lines of the transmitter chip are biased under a dc voltage of 70 Volts. 
Mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser with pulse width of 26-fs, repetition rate of 100 MHz and 
a central wavelength of 800 nm is focused on the inside edge of the positively biased 
transmitter transmission line which generates electron-hole pairs and the ballistic 
acceleration of these electrons generates a single-cycle THz electromagnetic radiation 
[18,19]. The high-resistivity silicon lens attached on the back side of the transmitter 
collimates the transmitted THz radiation into Gaussian beam with 1/e-amplitude waist of 
diameter 6 mm. In a conventional 4F THz-TDS system, the radiated THz electromagnetic 
pulses are collimated by another parabolic mirror and are focused to the antenna of the 
receiver chip with another silicon lens similar to the transmitter side. The receiver 
antenna, photoconductively switched by another femtosecond optical pulse from the 
same Ti:Sapphire laser, is sensitive to the polarization of the THz radiation. The receiver 
is connected to a lock-in amplifier through a low-noise current amplifier. When gated, the 
receiver generates a dc current which is proportional to the instantaneous electric fields of 
the received THz electromagnetic wave. By changing the relative time delay between the 
optical gated pulse and the detected THz pulse the entire pulse shape of the THz radiation 
can be mapped out as a function of the relative time delay which includes both amplitude 
and phase information.  
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3. 3 8-F THz-TDS system 
 
 
Standard THz-TDS system is modified in order to measure samples with comparatively 
smaller dimensions by introducing an additional pair of parabolic mirrors in the middle of 
two major parabolic mirrors as shown in Fig. 3-1. The parabolic mirrors are arranged in 
8-F confocal geometry which provides excellent beam coupling between the transmitter 
and receiver [19]. The inner parabolic mirrors M3 and M4 are identical with a focal length 
of 50 mm. The Gaussian beam of THz pulses is focused to a frequency-independent 
beam waist of diameter 3.5 mm at the center between M3 and M4 mirrors. The 
transmitted THz reference pulse and the corresponding frequency spectrum are shown in 
Fig.. 3-2.Pico-second pulses of 4.0 THz usable bandwidth extending from 0.1 to 4.0 THz 
is measured. To eliminate the effects of the water vapor the entire THz system is enclosed 
in a box and purged with dry air during data acquisition.   
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Figure 3-1 - Schematic diagram of modified THz-TDS setup with an 8-F confocal 
geometry. Smallest beam waist is obtained between mirrors M3 and M4 [18,19]. 
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Figure 3-2 - (a) Measured THz reference pulse of the system through air, (b) 
corresponding frequency spectrum of the reference pulse [14]. 
 FFT 
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CHAPTER IV 
 
EVOLUTION OF RESONANCES IN 
OPTICALLY THIN METAMATERIALS 
4. 1 Introduction 
 
Plenty of research has been focused on the resonances of the SRRs. It has also been 
found that SRRs exhibits a strong electric resonance at normal wave incidence at the 
same frequency as the magnetic resonance [16] and is very often called as electrically 
excited magnetic resonance (EEMR). This particular resonance is extremely important to 
characterize the behavior of metamaterials since it is difficult to do the transmission 
measurements for the in plane incidence in the THz and the optical domain and get the 
actual magnetic resonance. Therefore, in this chapter we probe into the evolution of the 
EEMR resonance and the higher frequency dipole resonance by varying the thickness of 
the metal layers forming the split rings deposited on silicon substrate on the sub skin 
depth scales. 
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4. 2 Equivalent RLC circuit model of a split ring resonator 
 
The behavior of the main Lorentzian resonance in SRRs is well-known and follows the 
form of a series RLC circuit [20]. The inductances, L, in the circuit results from current 
circulating around the SRR perimeter, while the capacitance, C, is due to charge 
accumulation at the gaps. For double SRRs there is an additional capacitive contribution 
between the two rings. A higher circulating current should result in a stronger resonance. 
The resistance of the metallic SRRs is directly correlated to the circulating current, and 
plays a very important role in making these subwavelength structures highly resonant. 
The induced voltage equation in an RLC circuit can be described as 
 
dI QV L IR
dt C
= + +                                                        (4-1) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
,
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Figure 4-1 – (a) Double SRR with specific dimensions of d = 2 µm, l = 36 µm, w = 3 µm, 
t  = 6  µm, l’ = 21 µm and periodicity, P = 50 µm. (b) Equivalent single SRR of double 
SRR shown in (a). (c) Equivalent RLC circuit. 
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4. 3 Depth of penetration and internal impedance of metals. 
 
From Maxwell’s equations it is seen that the magnitude of the fields and current decrease 
exponentially with penetration into the conductor and the depth at which they decrease to 
1/e of their values at the surface is called depth of penetration or skin depth, denoted as δ. 
The phases of the current and fields lag behind their surface values by ‘x/δ’ radians at 
depth ‘x’ into the conductor. The skin depth for metals is calculated using the expression 
                                           
                                          
0
1
dcf
δ
π µ σ
=                                                                 (4-2) 
 
where f  is the frequency at which the skin depth is defined, 0µ  is the vacuum 
permeability, and dcσ  is the d.c. conductivity of metal [21]. The calculated skin depths for 
Pb, at the LC resonance frequency 0.5 THz is 336 nm at room temperature. 
 
The decay of fields into a good conductor or superconductor may be looked at as the 
attenuation of a plane wave as it propagates into the conductor or from the point of view 
that induced fields from the time – varying currents tend to counter the applied fields. 
The latter point of view is especially applicable to circuits, in which case we think of the 
field at the surface as the applied field. Currents concentrate near this surface and the 
ratio of the surface electric field to current flow gives an internal impedance for use in 
circuit problems. Internal impedance is the contribution to impedance from the fields 
, 
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penetrating the conductor. The total current flowing past a unit width on the surface of 
the plane conductor is calculated by integrating the current density, from the surface to 
the infinite depth. 
                                    
                                    
(1 )( / ) 0
0
0 0 1
j x
sz z
JJ J dx J e dx j
δ δ
∞ ∞
− += = =
+∫ ∫                                      (4-3) 
The electric field at the surface is related to the current density at the surface by 
                                           
0
0z
JE
σ
=  
 
Internal impedance for a unit length and unit width is defined as [21] 
                                 
                                   
0 1z
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E jZ R j L
J
ω
σδ
+
= = = +   
                                                                                                                                        
                                  
1
s
fR π µ
σδ σ
= =                                                                      (4-4) 
 
                                     
1
i sL Rω σδ
= =  
The above equations shows that the skin-effect resistance of the semi-infinite plane 
conductor is the same as the dc resistance of a plane conductor of depth δ . The 
resistance sR of the plane conductor for a unit length and unit width is called the surface 
resistivity.  
 
. 
. 
, 
,
. 
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4. 4 Effective resistance model of SRRs 
 
Ohmic losses are introduced in the equivalent model of SRRs by means of the effective 
resistance, of the SRR. This effective resistance is obtained by using the equivalent ring 
model for the current distribution on the SRR. The resistance can be approximated  
                                  
                                     
4 '
eff
lR
thσ
=            for              2h δ<  
 and                                                                                                                             (4-5) 
                                      
2 '
eff
lR
tδσ
=           for              2h δ≥   
 
where l′  is the average side length of the SRRs, t is the width of the metal lines, and h 
and σ  being the thickness and conductivity of the SRR film, respectively [20].  
 
4. 5 Sample Processing 
 
Here, Lead (Pb) is chosen as the constituent metal for optically thin SRRs because of its 
large value of skin depth. This allows for a remarkable dynamic range in characterizing 
the resonance evolution with various sub-skin-depth thicknesses [19, 22]. In addition, Pb 
behaves as a good conductor at THz frequencies with a high complex conductivity  
-1146 m109.4105.4 −Ω×+×= iσ  at 0.5 THz which facilitates establishing the well-defined LC 
and dipole resonances in the SRR metamaterials. 
, 
, 
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Pb split ring arrays with various thicknesses ranging from 34 to 672 nm were prepared. 
The thin metallic film of Pb is deposited on a 0.64-mm-thick p-type silicon wafer with a 
resistivity of ρ = 20 Ω-cm. Conventional photolithographic processes are used to form a 
50 µm × 50 µm SRR arrays. During metallization, the thickness of the metal films 
controlled with high precisions to get the right thickness. The thickness of the metal 
deposited on deposition monitor is different than that of the substrate because they have 
different distances and different angles. A correction factor, called tooling factor, should 
be obtained for any particular position of the substrate and the monitor to get the accurate 
film thickness on the substrate. A water cooled deposition monitor FMT6 has a thickness 
resolution of 0.1 nm. Deposited metal on the monitor’s quartz crystal changes its 
frequency. The change in the frequency and the density of the deposited metal is used to 
calculate the thickness of the film. To find the tooling factor, three different-thickness-
samples were prepared for a particular position of the substrate with respect to the 
monitor. We recorded the corresponding thicknesses showed in the monitor. The 
chamber pressure was 2.5×10-5 MB and was not allowed to exceed 3.0×10-5 MB during 
the deposition. We adjusted the current to get a deposition rate 1-2 nm/s. After deposition 
the film thicknesses were measured by atomic microscopy (AFM) system which showed 
that the real thickness of the metal films on the substrate was approximately 60% of the 
thickness observed on the monitor [19]. The thickness of the film is given by 
 
                                               θφ
π
coscos2
r
Med =                                                     (4-6) 
 
, 
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where, Me molecular weight, r is the distance of the substrate from source, φ  is the 
angular position of the substrate, and θ is the angle between the substrate normal and the 
direction of flux. The measured value of r,φ , and θ  for substrate were 210 mm, 23°, and 
7°; and for monitor those were 160 mm, 21°, and 25°. If we consider the sticking 
coefficient of monitor crystal and silicon substrate are same then the calculated tooling 
factor was ~62%, which was fairly close to the measured value. To find the real thickness 
of the substrate film, the monitor thickness was always scaled by 60%. For every 
metallization, the samples were carefully placed in the same position. For thin film the 
deposition rate was ~ 0.2-0.3 nm and for the thick film was 1.0-2.0 nm. Density Pb is 
maintained at 11.34 g/cc. One of the fabricated Pb double rings SRR sample is shown in 
Fig.  4-2. 
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Figure 4-2 – Image of SRRs fabricated by conventional photolithography and 170 nm of 
Pb metal film is evaporated in a vacuum chamber for the split rings to be formed on 
silicon substrate. 
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4.6 Experimental results 
 
A set of Pb SRR arrays of various thicknesses, ranging from 0.1δ to 1.7δ (571 nm) is 
fabricated by conventional photolithography processing on a silicon substrate (0.64-mm-
thick, p-type resistivity 20 Ω cm). The Figure 4-1 shows a diagram of the double SRR 
with a minimum feature d = 2 µm in the splits of the rings and other dimensions of w = 3 
µm, t = 6 µm, l = 36 µm, and a lattice constant P = 50 µm. Each SRR array has a 20 mm 
× 20 mm clear aperture. The SRR metamaterials are characterized by THz-TDS in a 
broadband, photoconductive switch based system that consists of four parabolic mirrors 
in an 8-F confocal geometry as discussed in chapter 3. The orientation of SRRs is such 
that the THz electric field is perpendicular to the splits in the rings. The SRR array is 
placed at the waist of the 3.5-mm-diameter, frequency-independent focused beam, and 
the THz radiation penetrates the SRRs at normal incidence. 
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Figure 4-3 - (a) Transmitted THz pulses through the reference and Pb SRR 
metamaterials of different thicknesses. (b) Corresponding Fourier transformed spectra 
that illustrate the evolution of the resonances. The E-field of the THz pulses is 
perpendicular to the SRR gaps.  
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Figure 4-3 (a) shows an evolution of the pulses transmitted through a reference and the 
SRR arrays of various thicknesses, and the corresponding Fourier transformed amplitude 
spectra are illustrated in Fig.. 4-3 (b). The reference is a blank silicon slab identical to the 
SRR substrate. The transmitted THz pulses as well as the spectrum for the 0.1δ thick 
SRRs appear nearly identical to the reference, showing that such a thin SRR is almost 
transparent to the incident THz pulses. However, when the SRR thickness is increased to 
0.15δ, a 35% peak-to-peak attenuation and a reshaping of the pulse in the time domain is 
clearly observed. A further 25% peak-to-peak attenuation also occurs by increasing the 
thickness to 0.2δ. Also, an adjoining feature along with the main pulse is revealed, which 
becomes most distinguished for the 0.2δ thick SRRs and then gradually disappears with 
thicker Pb films. In the frequency domain, three distinct resonances are developed as 
transmission dips with increasing SRR thickness. They are the LC resonance, LCω  at 0.5 
THz, the electric dipole resonance, 0ω  at 1.6 THz, and a weaker electric quadrupole 
resonance near 2.0 THz. The LC resonance is due to inductive currents circulating around 
the ring perimeter in conjunction with capacitive charge accumulation at the ring gaps. In 
contrast, the dipole and quadrupole resonances are due to antenna-like couplings between 
the two and four SRR sides parallel to the incident electric-field, respectively [16]. The 
signature of the LC resonance begins to show up with the 0.15δ thick SRRs, while it 
sharpens to a greater extent with the 0.2δ thick SRRs. Thus, a critical thickness exists 
near 0.15δ that is required to excite the LC resonance for the Pb film. A further reshaping 
of the time-domain pulses and the corresponding strengthening of resonances in the 
spectra occur for SRRs with higher thicknesses.  
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Figure 4-4 - (a) Frequency dependent amplitude transmission of the SRR metamaterials 
with various thicknesses of Pb film. (b) Corresponding simulation result by CST 
Microwave Studio. 
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4. 7 Discussion and analysis 
 
The behavior of the main Lorentzian resonance in SRRs is well-known and follows the 
form of a series RLC circuit. The inductances, L, in the circuit results from current 
circulating around the SRR perimeter, while the capacitance, C, is due to charge 
accumulation at the gaps. For double SRRs there is an additional capacitive contribution 
between the two rings. A higher circulating current should result in a stronger resonance. 
The resistance of the metallic SRRs is directly correlated to the circulating current, and 
plays a very important role in making these subwavelength structures highly resonant 
[3,12,20]. The decrease in effective resistance R of the SRRs is mainly responsible for the 
enhanced LC resonance with increasing sub-skin-depth thickness. The effective 
resistance of the SRRs can be estimated by the equivalent ring model for current 
distribution [20]. For the square double SRRs, the effective resistance is approximately 
given as by Eq. (4-5). The calculated thickness dependent effective resistance of the Pb 
SRR is shown in Fig. 4-5(b). The effective resistance follows a 1/h functional form that is 
similar to the behavior of the resonance transmission minimum, shown in Fig. 4-5(a). In 
using RLC circuits to model wave propagation through metamaterials the functional 
dependence of the transmission is dependent on the overall surface impedance, which 
incorporates several effects in addition to ring resistance R, such as substrate permittivity, 
ring density, and other factors. Therefore, the evolution of the transmission minimum is 
not expected to exactly follow a 1/h form. Also, the aforementioned formula used for 
calculating R assumes that the metal conductivity is thickness independent, which is not 
necessarily true [23,24].  Nevertheless, the data indicate that the sub-skin-depth metals 
 37
are basically acting as distributed resistors impeding current flow but causing few other 
changes in the resonant behavior of the ring. The slight resonance shifts that develop with 
increasing metal thickness do not necessarily indicate an evolution in the capacitance or 
inductance of the SRRs, but rather may be the result of coupling between resonant modes 
of the individual rings along with the individual resonances, causing some reshaping. 
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Figure 4-5 - (a) Transmission minimum at the LC resonance as a function of the SRR 
thickness in skin depth. (b) Calculated effective resistance of the Pb SRR metamaterials  
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Another related effect observed in the data is the thickness dependent behavior of the 
quality (Q) factor of the LC resonance. The Q is a measure of the sharpness of a 
resonance as defined by the central resonance frequency divided by the measured 3dB 
power bandwidth, dBff 30 ∆ . As shown in Fig. 4-5(b), the measured Q of the SRR LC 
resonance is improved with increasing metal thickness. It is worth noting, although from 
the data we observe that the dipole mode at 1.6 THz begins to develop just as it did at 0.5 
THz, the 0.15 skin depth criterion for the LC resonance is not necessarily applicable 
across the spectrum. This is because the higher-order modes do not share the same 
current profiles as the LC mode. In fact, dipole currents are largely restricted to the side 
arms parallel to the THz electric field, whereas LC currents oscillate around the entirety 
of the ring. In other words, one cannot assume a constant current distribution throughout 
the ring for anything but the LC resonance [20]. Thus the resistance formula may not be 
valid for higher-order resonances. For this reason we need not expect damping behavior 
to be the same for LC and higher resonances. 
 
Simulations using CST Microwave Studio were carried out to model the sub-skin-depth 
resonators [26]. Modeling the Pb films as lossy metals did not produce results that agreed 
with the experiments. This is because Microwave Studio does not solve Maxwell’s 
equations inside metallic geometries, instead setting up Leontovich boundary conditions 
on the metal surface. As a result, metallic inclusions of any thickness appear thicker than 
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a skin depth. Therefore, the software was forced to treat the Pb layers as dielectrics 
having very high permittivity and conductivity (σ = 4.5 × 106 Ω-1m-1, ε = –1800). As 
shown in Fig. 4-4(b), this resulted in good agreement with the experimental data 
capturing most of the measured behavior, including the slight frequency shifting of the 
resonance with increasing metal thickness. The simulations elucidate the nature of many 
of the features in the data, such as the onset of various higher-order modes (1.8 THz, 2.54 
THz), but also reveal additional information. For example, the simulated transmission 
minimums follow a very uniform decrease with increasing metal thickness, more so than 
in the measurements. This reveals a possible experimental variation in the Pb 
conductivity with thickness or a tolerance in the deposited thickness. Such variations are 
not altogether unexpected in sub skin-depth layers of metals due to non-uniform or non-
crystalline growth. Further studies are also being pursued to discover the nature of unique 
features such as the one at 0.6 THz in which the thickness of the metal seems to have no 
effect on transmission.  
 
4. 7 Summary of Results 
 
We have experimentally demonstrated optically thin metamaterials resonating in the THz 
regime. The thickness dependent resonance evolution characterized by THz-TDS has 
shown that remarkable electromagnetic resonances can be developed in planar 
metamaterials of sub-skin-depth thicknesses. In particular, nearly 70% of the maximum 
resonance amplitude was achieved in the half-skin-depth thick Pb SRR array. Similar 
resonance behavior was also observed in optically thin metamaterials made from Ag and 
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Al. The sub-skin-depth approach enables the control and modification of resonance 
magnitude of a fixed metamaterial design and will benefit applications in integrated 
subwavelength THz components.  
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CHAPTER V 
 
EFFECT OF METAL PERMITTIVITY ON THE 
RESONANCES OF METAMATERIALS 
 
5. 1 Introduction 
 
In this chapter we investigate the effect of metal permittivity on resonant transmission of 
metamaterials by THz-TDS. Our experimental results on double SRRs made from 
different metals confirm the recent numerical simulations [27] that metamaterials exhibit 
permittivity dependent resonant properties. The measured inductive-capacitive resonance 
is found to strengthen with a higher ratio of the real to the imaginary parts of metal 
permittivity and this remains consistent at various metal thicknesses. Furthermore, we 
found that metamaterials made even from a generally poor metal become highly resonant 
due to a drastic increase in the value of the permittivity at THz frequencies. 
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Most metamaterials utilize SRRs to achieve a desired response. The electric permittivity 
( imrmm iεεε += ) of metal SRRs is an important factor that is closely associated with the 
establishment of LH resonance in metamaterials [27]. In typical SRRs, the fundamental 
resonance is inductive-capacitive (LC) in nature, where circulating current flow in the 
metallic loops creates an inductive effect and charge accumulation at ring gaps provides 
capacitance. The complex permittivity of the metal, mε  used to fabricate the SRRs plays 
a very important role in making the structure highly resonant. Although the exact values 
of mε  were not known, a recent numerical study investigating the resonance properties of 
microwave SRR-based metamaterials verified this dependence on mε  . By fixing the real 
part of permittivity to 1=rmε , and increasing the magnitude of the imaginary permittivity, 
the resonance gap of SRRs was found to become narrower and the left handed effect was 
further enhanced.  
 
At THz frequencies, the values of metal permittivity are several orders of magnitude 
higher than those at optical frequencies, but obviously lower than those in the gigahertz 
region. No study was performed to see how the electric permittivity of metals influences 
the resonant behavior of metamaterials in the THz regime. In this chapter, we present a 
THz-TDS study of the effect of metal permittivity on transmission properties of double 
SRR metamaterials. An LC resonance centered at 0.5 THz is well pronounced in 
metamaterials made from various metals, including so-called good metals, Ag and Al, as 
well as a generally poor metal, Pb. Properties, such as the resonance transmission 
amplitude and linewidth are shown to exhibit dependence on the electric permittivity of 
the constituent metals. In particular, the resonant transmission dip is enhanced in 
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correspondence with an increase in the imaginary part of the permittivity, imε , or an 
increase in the ratio of the real to the imaginary permittivity, imrm εε− , showing 
consistency with recent numerical predictions at microwave frequencies. A CST 
Microwave Studio simulation is also carried out to supplement the THz-TDS results. 
5. 2 The Drude Model of free electrons in metals 
 
The simple Drude model treats the free carriers in a metal as classical point charges 
subject to random collisions for which the collision damping is independent of the carrier 
velocity. According to the model, the frequency-dependent complex dielectric 
constant, ( )ε ω [32]. 
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where Drude conductivity is given as 
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where ε∞ dielectric contribution from bound electrons, rε  and iε  are the real and 
imaginary part of the dielectric constants,ω is the angular frequency, 0ε is free space 
dielectric, and ( )ωσ  is the complex conductivity, rσ  and iσ  are the real and imaginary 
conductivity; dc conductivity, dc e Nσ µ= , µ being the electron mobility,Γ is the carrier 
, 
, 
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damping rate; and pω  is the plasma frequency. The plasma frequency pω is defined 
as *0
2 / mNep εω = ; where N is the carrier density, e is the charge of the electron, 0ε is free 
space dielectric, and *m  is the effective mass of the electron. The effective electron mass 
of silicon is 0.26m0, where m0 is the mass of free electron. The real and imaginary parts 
of the complex conductivity are given by, 
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The real and imaginary parts of the complex dielectric constants are given by, 
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For microwave and THz frequencies 1ω <<
Γ
 and the metal permittivity can be 
approximated as [28] 
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The resulting dielectric constant for conducting metals has a negative constant real part 
and a much larger frequency-dependent imaginary part. 
 
, 
, 
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, 
, 
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5. 3 Sample Processing 
 
The SRR samples were fabricated on a 0.64-mm-thick P-type silicon wafer which had a 
resistivity of ρ = 20 Ω cm. Then a positive photoresist SR 4000 was applied and spun at 
3000 rpm for another 30 second. At this speed the thickness of the photoresist layer was 
approximately 4 µm after which followed 15 minutes of soft bake at 100 degrees in the 
baking unit. The wafer was then exposed with a contact mode mask aligner using UV 
light (λ = 436 nm) while under the mask. The sample was developed using immersion 
methods in a full concentration RD6 developer. For metallization three different metals 
were chosen, those are, silver, aluminum, and lead. Metal thicknesses for the 
metallization were carefully chosen to be equal to the skin depth at 0.5 THz LC 
resonance frequency. An 84-nm-thick metal layer was chosen for silver, 116nm for 
aluminum array and a 336-nm-thick metal layer was chosen for lead sample as one skin 
depth thickness. So, totally nine sets of SRR structures were fabricated, three with half 
skin depth metal films, three with one skin depth and another three two skin depth of Ag, 
Al and Pb metals. Metal films were then thermally evaporated on the patterned 
photoresist using a thermal evaporator (BOC Edward 306) at vacuum pressure of 2.5×10-
5
 mB and a deposition rate of 3 nm.  After the lift-off step SRRs array of with periodicity 
of 50 µm was formed. 
 
5. 4 Experimental Measurement 
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Figure 5-1 shows the measured amplitude transmission of the SRR metamaterials made 
from different metals near the LC resonance. The transmission is extracted from the ratio 
of the Fourier-transformed amplitude spectra of the samples to the reference. The 
reference is a blank silicon slab identical to the SRR substrate. When the planar SRRs are 
0.5δ thick, as shown in Fig. 5-1(a), a well-defined LC resonance develops at 0.5 THz. 
The difference in resonance strength for different metals is clearly seen, with Ag SRRs 
featuring the deepest resonant transmission of 53.9%, while Al and Pb SRRs are limited 
at 60.2% and 64.4%, respectively. The resonant behavior of the SRRs is further 
compared by using metals with different thicknesses. As shown in Fig.s. 5-1(b) and 5-
1(c), with increasing metal thickness to 1.0δ and 2.0δ, the resonance is further 
strengthened for all metals. The Ag SRRs consistently reveal the strongest resonance, 
having a transmission dip reduced to 18.5% at a thickness of 2.0δ. Comparatively, for the 
2.0δ thick Al and Pb samples, the transmissions are 30.2% and 43.1%, respectively. The 
measured transmission amplitudes at the LC resonance minima are plotted in Fig.. 5-2(a) 
as a function of metal thickness. It is worth noting when the metal thickness is varied 
from 1.0δ to 2.0δ, the LC transmission for the Pb metamaterials is nearly saturated, while 
it is continuously strengthened for the Ag SRRs. 
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Figure 5-1 - Measured frequency dependent amplitude transmission of planar double 
SRR metamaterials made from Pb, Al, and Ag with various film thicknesses: (a) 0.5δ, (b) 
1.0δ, and (c) 2.0δ, near the LC resonance. 
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5. 5 Analysis and comparison with theory 
 
At 0.5 THz, the complex electric permittivity of the given constituent metals are 
iPb
53 1065.11080.1 ×+×−=ε , iAl
64 1034.11040.3 ×+×−=ε ,and
iAg
65 1015.21050.2 ×+×−=ε  [29,30]. The imaginary part of permittivity imε  shows a 
monotonic increase from Pb, Al, to Ag. By noting the measured results shown in Fig. 1, 
the LC resonance for different constituent metals is seen to strengthen with increasing imε . 
Such a trend remains true at various given thicknesses, as shown in Figs. 1(a)-1(c). This 
is consistent with the recent numerical predictions at microwave frequencies . The 
electric permittivity of Ag, Al, and Pb can be well described by the Drude model as 
shown in the above equations. Our THz-TDS result agrees well with this simplified 
Drude expression, in that imε  is proportional to the dc conductivity dcσ , suggesting that 
the LC resonance is more pronounced with metamaterials of higher conductivity.  
 
Furthermore, when the contribution of the real part of the permittivity rmε  is considered, 
the LC resonance is found to be enhanced with an increasing ratio of the real to the 
imaginary permittivity, imrm εε− . It was shown that a better conducting metal is 
characterized with a higher ratio imrm εε−  [29,30]. The experimentally determined 
frequency-dependent values imrm εε−  for the constituent metals are shown in Fig. 5-2 in 
the frequency range of 0.1-3.0 THz. At 0.5 THz, the ratios are 0.011, 0.025, and 0.116 for 
Pb, Al, and Ag, respectively [19]. As can be seen in Fig.. 1, the measured LC resonance 
is indeed strengthened with the increasing ratio imrm εε−  at each given metal thickness. 
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This again is consistent with the simplified Drude permittivity, where the ratio imrm εε−  
is inversely proportional to the damping rate Γ , with experimentally determined values 
of π2Γ  being 43.9, 19.6, and 4.4 THz, respectively, for Pb, Al, and Ag [29, 30-32].  
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Figure 5-2 - Frequency dependent Drude ratio of the real to the imaginary 
permittivity, /rm imε ε−  of Pb, Al, and Ag in the THz regime; the vertical dashed line 
indicates the LC resonance frequency 0.5 THz. 
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Figure 5-3(a) Measured dip amplitude transmission, and (b) Q factor at the LC resonance 
0.5 THz for different metal SRRs with various thicknesses in skin depth. 
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In addition, the quality (Q) factor of the measured LC resonance also shows dependence 
on the permittivity of the constituent metals. The Q factor is a measure of the sharpness 
of resonance and is defined as the ratio of central frequency ( LCf ) to the measured 3 dB  
power bandwidth ( 3/LC dBf f∆ ). As shown in Fig. 5-3(b), the experimentally extracted Q 
at the LC resonance shows an increasing trend with higher imaginary permittivity imε , as 
well as imrm εε− . This relationship is limited, however, as the metal conductivity 
becomes very high. It is known that the SRR can be treated as an equivalent series RLC 
circuit. The Q of the RLC series circuit is inversely proportional to the resistance, 
RQ 1∝ , where R is an effective resistance of the double SRR unit. However, SRRs are 
also radiators, continuously shedding resonant energy following excitation.  Therefore the 
effective resistance can be expressed in two terms, the Ohmic resistance, LR , and the 
radiation resistance, RR , representing energy loss by heating and by radiation, 
respectively. At THz frequencies, the Ohmic resistance can be approximately given 
through the equivalent model [20] 
 
                                   ( )imthlR εωε 04 ′= , for 2h δ<                                           (5-6) 
 
where h  being metal thickness, and 'l = 21 µm is the effective length of the SRR unit, 
and t being the metal width. The Ohmic resistance reduces with increasing imε  or 
conductivity dcσ  of metals, thus increasing the Q factor. When the metal thickness 
approaches 2.0δ, the Q of the Ag metamaterial shows a 19% increase as compared with 
the Pb SRRs. The Q does not change as dramatically as imε  due to the interplay of LR  
,
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and RR .  As the conductivity increases, RL becomes negligible compared to RR . Further 
increases in imε  or dcσ  do not affect RR , and should result in very little improvement in Q. 
 
The experimental results were supplemented by finite-element simulations [26]. Figures 
5-4(a) and 5-4(b) illustrate, respectively, the measured and simulated amplitude 
transmissions of 300 nm thick SRR metamaterials made from different metals. Both the 
measured and simulated LC resonance reveals similar permittivity dependent behavior. 
The measured dip transmissions for the Pb, Al, and Ag samples are 47.7%, 25.5%, and 
14.1%, respectively, showing a good agreement with the simulation results. The slight 
deviations in the simulated resonance frequencies may be caused by the approximation of 
defect-fee SRRs with frequency independent metal properties. In addition, we assume 
that the metal permittivity or conductivity is thickness independent; this is not necessarily 
true in reality [24,25].  
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Figure 5-4 - (a) THz-TDS results and (b) Finite-element simulations of the LC resonant 
transmission of metamaterials made from 300 nm thick Pb, Al, Ag, S. Ag, and PEC. (c) 
blow off of the simulated LC resonance. 
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Importantly, the simulations enable an extrapolation of measured results. Fig. 5-4(b) 
shows the simulated transmission for SRRs made from a hypothetical metal having 
conductivity an order of magnitude higher than that of the regular Ag, here referred to as 
super Ag (S. Ag), and SRRs made from a perfect electric conductor (PEC). As expected, 
the resonance strength increases as imε  increases and 0→LR . However, the 
improvement in Q is clearly saturated, verifying that radiation resistance is the dominant 
factor in limiting Q for SRRs of very low loss. 
 
5. 6 Summary of Results 
 
In conclusion, the resonant transmission of SRR metamaterials is shown to be dependent 
on electric permittivity of constituent metals. The measured LC resonance is strengthened 
with an increasing ratio of the real to the imaginary permittivity of metals at THz 
frequencies. The optimal transmission dip and Q-factor are observed in SRRs made from 
Ag, a highly conducting metal, though Q is effectively saturated due to the radiative 
nature of the SRRs. More interestingly, metamaterials made from Pb, a generally poor 
metal, also exhibit strong LC resonances due to a large permittivity in the THz regime. It 
thus indicates that THz metamaterials operate well over a wide range of constituent 
metals. This is essential in metamaterial applications involving integrated THz 
components, such as filters and modulators, when fine control of resonant properties is 
needed with a fixed layout design.   
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CHAPTER VI 
 
 
THE IMPACT OF NEAREST NEIGHBOR 
INTERACTION ON THE RESONANCE OF THz 
METAMATERIALS 
6. 1 Introduction  
In this chapter we try to investigate the consequences of bringing the split ring resonators 
in close vicinity of each other and the impact which it has on its resonators due to their 
near field interactions [33]. It turns out that there is huge spectral reshaping of the higher 
order resonances of the split rings when their orientation is changed and their distance 
from each other is reduced. Tuning the resonance position of all modes by appropriate 
geometry modifications is usually at the focus of interest. But also the impact of the 
chosen period as well as the disorder was investigated. Nevertheless, a systematic 
investigation of how the orientation of the SRR in the unit cell affects the spectral 
response is addressed in this chapter. 
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We analyze here the impact of the orientation of the SRRs in the unit cell on the spectral 
position and the width of the resonance at normal incidence. MMs composed of three 
different super-cells containing four SRRs. The geometrical arrangement of the SRRs in 
each super-cell is shown in Fig. 6-1. In a first sample, all SRRs have their gap on the 
same side. In a second sample, the SRRs are arranged with vertical mirror symmetry, 
hence creating pairs of SRRs with facing gaps. In a third sample the SRRs have the same 
orientation of their gaps along the diagonal directions of the super-cell, hence next 
neighbors have their gap on opposite sides. In this work the effect of the orientation on 
the spectral position and the width of each resonance are investigated. It will be shown 
that the two lowest order modes are only marginally affected, whereas the higher order 
eigenmode suffers a severe spectral reshaping that depends strongly on the period. 
Quality factors as large as 18.5 are observed, being much larger than those usually 
encountered for THz MMs. As a consequence, it is shown that control over the 
orientation of the SRRs and the periodicity allows to observe extremely sharp features in 
the spectrum that are promising candidates for various practical applications such as 
sensing devices as well as for the fabrication of MMs that make explicit use of higher 
order resonances to control light propagation.  
 
 
 
 
     
P 
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Figure 6-1 - Arrangement of super-cells MM1-MM3 with lattice constant P = 50 µm. 
Individual SRRs have dimensions of  t = 6 µm, d = 2 µm, and l = 36 µm. 
 
6. 2 Sample design and simulations 
 
Six samples of planar SRRs (denoted in the following as MM1-MM6) of 200 nm thick Al 
metal rings were fabricated by conventional photolithography on a silicon substrate 
(0.64-mm-thick, n-type resistivity 12 Ω cm). As shown in Fig..6-1, MM1-MM3 are 
single ring SRRs with lattice constant P = 50 µm. The distribution of the gaps can be 
deduced from the Figure and corresponds to the scenarios as described before. MM4-
MM6 are single SRRs with same symmetry as MM1-MM3 but with reduced periodicity 
of P = 39 µm. The dimensions of the SRR are t = 6 µm, l = 36 µm, and d = 2 µm. The 
orientation of the SRRs is such that either the THz electric field is parallel or 
perpendicular to the gap-bearing sides of all SRRs. Altering this orientation in a super-
cell is not of interest as the SRRs resonances are spectrally decoupled and the interaction 
among neighboring elements is suppressed at all, though also the filling factor is 
effectively significantly decreased. 
 
The exact parameters of the fabricated samples were motivated from numerical 
simulations of the optical response of the devices. Simulations were done with the 
Fourier Modal Method [34]. All geometrical parameters of the system were taken into 
account. Figure 6-2 shows the transmission for the three conFig.urations as a function of 
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the period and the frequency. In all cases the incident E-field is polarized perpendicular 
to the gaps. The main peculiarities we can elucidate and which we will discuss in depth 
once the experimental results are shown are the following: (1) the impact of the 
conFig.uration and (2) the impact of the period for each conFig.uration on the spectral 
positions and the widths of the resonance; and (3) the occurrence of coherent phenomena 
once SRRs are closely spaced arranged. In the physical interpretation we subsequent 
provide we rely mainly on the selected experimental conFig.urations. The transition 
between the different scenarios can be inferred from this simulation. 
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Figure 6-2. (Color online) Simulated transmission of samples MM1, MM2 and MM3 as 
a function of the periodicity for an incident E-field perpendicular polarized to the gap-
bearing sides of the SRRs. 
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6. 3 Experimental Measurement 
 
The measured time domain picosecond pulses that passed through MM1-MM3 and their 
Fourier transform are shown in Fig.s. 6-3a and 6-3b, respectively. In the pertinent 
measurements the electrical field is oriented perpendicular to the gap-bearing sides. The 
reference is a blank silicon slab identical to the substrate. The measured amplitude 
transmission of MM1-MM6 is shown in Figs. 6-4a, 6-4c and 6-4e and their respective 
simulation counterparts is shown in Figs. 6-4b, 6-4d, and 6-4f. The transmission is 
extracted from the ratio of the amplitude spectra of the samples to the reference 
( ) ( )ωωω referencesample EEt =)(~  . The two significant dips in transmission of Fig. 6-4a are 
traces from the two lowest order odd eigenmodes. Significant differences in the spectra 
are observed depending on the orientation of the gap of neighboring SRRs, direction of 
the incident electric field and the periodicity of each MM array. 
 
When comparing the resonances of MM2 with those of MM1, it can be seen that the LC 
resonance at 0.5 THz is red-shifted by 20 GHz and the transmission is reduced by 4%. 
Contrary, the next higher order odd resonance at 1.5 THz broadens significantly, blue 
shifts by 84 GHz, and the transmission increases from 12.5% for MM1 to 30.1% in MM2. 
Furthermore, the orientation of the SRRs in the super-cell for MM3 causes only a 
marginal additional red shift of the lowest order resonance by 8 GHz and nearly no 
change on transmission. On the contrary, the next higher order resonances suffer from a 
severe broadening and a significant increase in transmission up to 49%.  
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Figure 6-3 - THz pulses in the time domain (a) and in the frequency domain (b) of 
samples MM1-MM3. 
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Figure 6-4. (Color online) (a) Measured and (b) simulated transmission spectra of 
samples MM1-MM3; the incident E-field is polarized perpendicular to the gap-bearing 
sides of the SRRs; (c) measured spectra of MM1-MM3 and (d) simulated spectrum of 
MM1 with the incident E-field polarized parallel to the gap-bearing sides; (e) measured 
and (f) simulated spectra of MM4-MM6. 
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For an incident electrical field parallel to the gap-bearing sides the response of MM1-
MM3 is shown in Fig.. 6-3(b). Independent of the arrangement all spectra show a strong 
resonance at 1.33THz and have nearly the same spectral dependency. This resonance is 
related to the lowest order even eigenmode. Prior to the discussion of the physical 
conclusions, we show the experimental results for the samples with a period of P = 39 
µm. 
 
The transmission spectra for MM4-MM6 with reduced periodicity and high density of 
SRRs we observe a different spectral behavior in comparison with the samples MM1-
MM3. In MM4 there are three distinct resonances, the LC resonance at 0.556 THz with a 
line width of 167 GHz, the next higher order odd eigenmode at 1.57 THz with a line 
width of 494 GHz and a third strong resonance at 2.3 THz. This resonance, however, is a 
Wood anomaly where the lowest diffraction order in the substrate changes its character 
from being evanescent to being propagating. This resonance is of no particular interest 
for the present study and will not be discussed further. In MM5 the lowest order odd 
eigenmode, the LC resonance, appears red shifted by 54 GHz and has a reduced line 
width of 125 GHz when compared to MM4. The next higher order odd eigenmodes is 
broadened and blue shifted by 100 GHz. In MM6 the lowest order odd eigenmode is 
again only marginally further red shifted by 11 GHz. The line width is reduced down to 
115.5 GHz. Finally and potentially most interesting, the next higher order odd eigenmode 
appears as an extremely sharp feature with a line width of only 69.5 GHz; resonating 
approximately at the same frequency as the higher order odd eigenmode of MM4. The 
resonance has a Q-factor of only 18.5. Upon illuminating the samples with an electric 
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field polarized perpendicular to the gap, again no influence of the SRR’s arrangement on 
the spectral response was observed. Results are omitted for brevity.   
 
6. 4 Discussion and Analysis  
 
To explain the influence of the arrangement on the spectral properties of the lowest order 
eigenmode one may evoke analogies to transmission line theory [36]. Placing SRRs like 
in MM2 and MM4 such that the gaps of next neighbors face each other will cause an 
increase of the effective capacitance as the next neighbor in such situation provides a 
parasitic capacitance in parallel. The increase in effective capacitance causes a reduction 
of the eigen frequency and a decrease in radiation losses, hence decreasing the line width. 
If furthermore, as in the transition from MM2 to MM3 or MM5 to MM6, the SRRs in the 
direction parallel to the gap have an alternating orientation, the parasitic capacitance in 
parallel is reduced, hence increasing furthermore slightly the effective capacity of the 
SRR. Nevertheless, the impact of this rearrangement is not as pronounced, as only a 
marginal further reduction of the resonance frequency and the line width for this second 
transition can be seen.  
 
Seemingly, for the second resonance; the lowest order even eigenmode that is excitable 
with the illuminating electric field polarized perpendicular to the gap-bearing sides; the 
placing of the gap on either side of the SRR has no influence. This is perfectly 
explainable as this mode is dominantly characterized by oscillating currents in the side 
arms of the SRR that have no gap. Therefore, no modification of the resonance conditions 
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for the SRR is neither observed nor expected. As a consequence, the spectral position and 
the width of the resonance is the same for all conFig.urations. 
 
For the third resonance; being the second order odd eigenmode [37]; the situation is more 
involved, as seemingly the resonance shape and position depends on the chosen period 
and consequently on the absolute distance between neighboring SRRs. By taking into 
account that the resonance wavelength is comparable to the chosen interparticle distance, 
we presume that the coherent superposition of the scattered field by neighboring SRRs 
causes the strong modification of the transmission in this spectral domain. The formation 
of a subradiant and a superradiant type mode, depending on the interparticle distance and 
the gap orientation, causes a blue-shift or a red-shift of the resonance [38]. The 
superradiant (subradiant) mode also increases (decreases) the radiation losses of the 
excited eigenmode which leads to a broadening (narrowing) of the spectral resonance as 
encountered.  
 
6. 5 Summary 
 
To summarize, we have investigated the impact of gap orientation of neighboring SRRs 
on the spectral properties of the resonances that are excitable in such systems. It was 
shown that by choosing an appropriate orientation the lowest order eigenmode is shifted 
towards lower frequencies and suffers from a decrease in radiation losses, causing the 
line width to be much narrower. The effect was explained in terms of an increase of the 
effective capacitance of the SRR by a proper increase (decrease) of the parasitic 
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capacitance that is induced in parallel (serial) by neighboring SRRs. As this resonance is 
usually used to evoke a strong dispersion in the effective permeability, the approach 
might open an avenue towards MMs with an even stronger material dispersion at a better 
ratio of resonance wavelength over period by fabricating SRRs with nominal the same 
size. It was furthermore shown that, potentially due to a strong coherent coupling 
between the fields scattered by neighboring SRRs at the next higher order odd eigenmode, 
the resonance experiences a significant reshaping depending on the distance and sharp 
spectral features do occur. Such sharp resonant features, obtained due to coupling in 
MMs, can open up possibilities for the use of MMs as highly efficient sensing devices 
[39] and also provide a better understanding of SRRs arrays with different symmetry 
layouts. Overall, resonance coupling reveals a method to engineer the MM spectrum in a 
controlled and predictable way across the entire EM spectrum.  
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CHAPTER VII 
 
 
RANDOM THz METAMATERIALS 
 
7. 1 Introduction  
 
In this chapter we investigate the normal incidence transmission through periodically and 
aperiodically arranged planar SRRs. Most of the previous works on metamaterials were 
focused on investigating the unique properties of wave propagation through periodic 
structures. There has been a tremendous curiosity to explore the collective behavior of 
SRRs when a disorder sets in either their geometrical dimensions or periodic positioning 
on the host media [40-43]. An in depth understanding of the influence of randomness on 
the electromagnetic properties of SRRs can further open the doors towards the 
development of negative index materials in a broad spectrum of electromagnetic waves.
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To address the question of how tolerant the metamaterials are to the destruction of their 
positional periodicity we investigate the transmission properties of THz radiation as it 
propagates through the disordered SRRs. We find in this particular set of experiment that 
the introduction of positional disorder in metamaterials has no effect on its fundamental 
Inductive-Capacitive resonance. The lowest order even and the second order odd eigen 
modes undergo broadening and shift in their resonance frequencies. The experiment 
reveals that the left handedness in THz metamaterials is not affected by the random 
positioning of SRRs. 
 
7. 2 Definition of randomness in this experiment 
 
The random medium here is characterized by f, the volume fraction occupied by the 
metal from which the split rings were made. The disorder was introduced by manually 
changing the lattice points of SRRs randomly during the mask design making sure that 
the SRRs do not touch one another. Each of the periodic SRRs was initially at a lattice 
position, nr
→
, where 
→→→
+= jyixr  and each SRR was displaced by 
→
± xδ and 
→
± yδ to 
introduce positioning disorder, where
→→
+= jyixr δδδ , is used to define the degree of 
randomness [40].In our case ≤
→
xδ 32µm and yδ
→
≤ 32µm, leading to a maximum disorder 
≤
→
rδ 45.25µm, which is equivalent to 85% of the periodicity, P=53µm. The random 
SRRs retain the number density as that of the counterpart periodic SRRs, giving the metal 
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volume filling fraction, f = 0.252 for the single SRRs, MM1 and MM2 and f = 0.35 for 
the double SRRs, MM3 and MM4 as shown in Fig. 7-1. 
 
 
 
 
       
 
                                                                                           
                                    
                         
                          
                                                          
 
  
 
                                                                                 
Figure 7-1 - (a)-(d)Lithographically fabricated single and double periodic and random 
split ring resonators (MM1-MM4) with180nm Al SRRs deposited on n-type silicon 
substrate, (e)the schematic diagram of the double SRR unit with dimensions w = 3 µm, t 
= 6 µm, l = 36 µm, l'=21 µm, d = 2 µm, and the periodicity is P = 53 µm. 
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7. 3 THz – TDS characterization 
 
Figures 7-2a and 7-2c shows the measured time domain pulses transmitted through the 
reference and the single SRRs, MM1 and MM2 for the corresponding Fourier 
transformed spectra for the E field oriented parallel and perpendicular to the gap bearing 
side respectively. The frequency domain spectra of MM1 as shown in Fig. 7-2b and Fig. 
7-3a reveals mainly three resonant features. The lowest order odd eigenmode or the so 
called LC resonance occurs at 0.54 THz with a 20.3% transmission minimum and 
resonance line width (FWHM) of 79 GHz, the second order odd eigenmode is at 1.56 
THz with 12% transmission, and a 117 GHz line width and the third is the weaker 
resonance at 2.12 THz which is due to the Wood’s anomaly. As shown in Fig. 7-2d, the 
lowest order even eigen mode resonates at 1.34 THz. For sample MM2 in the parallel 
orientation there is no change observed in the LC resonance feature compared to that of 
MM1.The next higher resonance, however blue shifts by 16 GHz, the line width broadens 
by 80 GHz and transmission is significantly modified from 12% to 28%.In perpendicular 
orientation the lowest order eigen mode of random structure, MM2 red shifts by 34 GHz 
and broadens by 106 GHz. This behavior indicates that the higher frequency resonances 
are clearly affected by the positioning randomness of SRRs. The modification of high 
frequency resonance behaviors in the random SRRs can also be revealed from the time 
domain pulse, which has less ringing features towards longer delay time beyond the 
second peak. 
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Figure 7-2 - (a) Measured time domain Pico-second pulses and (b) Frequency spectrum 
of blank Silicon substrate, periodic single ring SRRs, MM1 and random single ring 
SRRs, MM2; E field is along the gap of SRRs. (c) Time domain pulse and (d) spectra for 
blank Si substrate, periodic double ring SRRs, MM3 and random double ring SRRs, 
MM4; E field is perpendicular to the gap bearing arms of SRRs. 
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Figure 7-3 - (a) and (b) Measured Transmission Spectrum of MM1-MM2 and (c) and (d) 
of MM3-MM4 for parallel and perpendicular polarizations respectively. 
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Figures 7-3a and 7-3b shows the amplitude transmission for MM1-MM2 and Figs. 7-3c 
and 7-3d for MM3-MM4. The frequency dependent complex THz transmission is 
extracted from the ratio of Fourier transformed sample and reference measurements, 
)(/)()( ωωω referencesample EEt = . From the transmission spectra we found similar results 
with the periodic and random double SRRs as that of the single SRRs. The LC resonance 
of MM3 and MM4 were identical in all respects. The second resonance at 1.58 THz blue 
shifted by 16 GHz, broadened by 99 GHz from 0.109 to 0.208 THz and the resonance 
minimum decreased by 17.5%. The lowest even eigen mode red shifts by 28.5 GHz and 
broadens by 49 GHz. 
 
7. 4 Discussion and analysis 
 
The LC resonance is independent of randomness in the positioning of SRRs as its peak 
frequency and resonance strength remain unaffected. The resonance arises due to the 
circular current distribution in the metallic arms of the SRRs. SRRs can be treated as an 
equivalent RLC circuit in which the resistance, R comes from the resistive metal arms, 
inductance arises from the current circulating around the SRR perimeter and capacitance, 
C is due to the accumulation of charges across the SRR gaps. The amount of current 
circulating depends on the impedance of the SRR metal arms. The LC resonance strength 
can only be altered if the impedance of the SRR changes. The equivalent resistance of a  
single SRR can be modeled  by equations 4-5. All the parameters which determine the 
resistance of the rings remain unchanged for the periodic and their corresponding random 
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counterpart structures, leading to the same current distribution profile in them. The only 
difference between them being the displaced position of the current loops in the random 
SRRs. The collective response of all random SRRs at LC resonance remains identical to 
their periodic counterpart as long as their number density is not changed greatly and 
number density is taken care of by having the same volume filling fraction. The coupling 
between the individual elemental SRR is tolerant to the positional variation and so the 
resonance dip and line width does not change at all for the random case. The LC 
resonance of SRRs has the form  
 
                                          
t
d
l
c
c
LC
ε
ω 0=                                                              (7-1) 
 
which is determined primarily by the size of the rings, where, cε is the permittivity of the 
boarding material across the capacitive gap and 0c  is the velocity of light. The 
geometrical size of the SRRs is not changed while randomizing the structures which 
ensure that the inductance and capacitance of SRRs in even the disordered samples 
remains constant. This explains the reason for not being able to see a shift LC resonance 
frequency for the randomly placed structures. 
 
Unlike the LC resonance, the higher frequency plasmon resonances in random structures 
undergo a change. This can be expected due to different current profiles the SRRs have at 
LC and at the other resonance frequencies. The second odd and lowest even eigen mode 
resonances in the transmission spectra of all the SRRs have similar current density 
, 
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distributions and therefore those resonances undergo similar spectral change when 
randomness is introduced in SRRs. The incident THz electric field excites plasmon 
oscillations of conduction electrons at the surface of individual metallic SRR arms that 
are parallel to the illuminating field, producing a collection of oscillating dipoles with 
dipole moment, ( )p t  .The electric field of an oscillating dipole consists of near field, 
intermediate field, and far field components and is expressed as  
 
                         
2
23 2 2
0 0 0
1 ( ) 1 ( ) 1 ( )( , )
4
p t p t p tE r t
r r c t trcπε
 ∂ ∂
= + + 
∂ ∂ 
                              (7-2) 
 
 with r  being the distance from the dipole. The dipole resonance is due to the dipole-
dipole interaction between the SRR arms in the direction of incident E field. The 
mechanism of dipole-dipole interaction and coupling depend on the distance between 
them as stated in the above equation. In the case of periodic metamaterial structures the 
coupling between the dipoles is strong at an appropriate periodicity. In the randomly 
distributed SRRs, however, the interaction between the oscillating particles is partially 
cancelled by the disorder, which leads to weaker coupling among the dipoles. As a result  
we observe broadened and weak plasmon resonances at higher frequencies in the 
randomly scattered SRR metamaterials [44]. 
 
 
, 
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7. 5 Summary of results 
 
In conclusion, we have investigated the propagation of electromagnetic waves through 
disordered metamaterials at THz frequencies. We experimentally demonstrate that the 
spectral location, the line shape and the strength of the LC resonance of single and double 
randomly spaced split ring resonators remain unchanged when compared to their periodic 
counterparts having the same volume filling fraction. The circular currents in the split 
rings couple equally well in random SRRs as in the periodic SRRs. The losses are 
observed only at the higher order plasmonic resonances and they become weaker in 
random SRRs due the weak coupling between the randomly scattered oscillating dipoles. 
This finding reveals that the random SRRs can not only be effective in obtaining negative 
refraction in THz domain but also at all frequencies of the electromagnetic spectrum. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
 
 
THIN FILM SENSING WITH PLANAR THz 
METAMATERIALS 
 
8. 1 Introduction – Sensing aspect  
 
The continued quest for new chemical and biological sensing modalities that avoid 
labeling, improve sensitivity, and take advantage of new chemical signatures has fueled a 
recent interesting THz, or far-infrared, sensing [45]. This is mainly due to the unique 
properties many materials exhibit in the THz regime. Of particular interest are those 
materials that respond resonantly at THz frequencies, making them more amenable to 
sensing in small quantities. Some examples include explosives [46,47] and DNA [48]. 
Detection techniques for sensing very small quantities at THz frequencies have also 
matured. For example, waveguide sensors have proven useful for sensing thin films of 
water [49] by increasing the effective interaction length. In other examples [50–55] THz 
micro-resonators and filters were studied to sense analytes by the frequency shift they 
induce on the device’s resonant response.
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This method is reported to have increased sensitivity to the binding state of DNA samples 
by 103 times over conventional free-space time-domain spectroscopy. Metamaterials and 
frequency selective surfaces have also arisen as candidates for highly sensitive chemical 
or biological detection since they can be small (unit cell dimensions are typically 
λ/10−λ/5) and show a resonant frequency response that is tunable by design. It has 
already been shown that small quantities of silicon (< 1 ng), deposited as a film or over 
layer on a planar THz metamaterial, can shift the resonance frequency by an easily 
measurable amount [54]. Similarly, simulations of asymmetric split-ring resonators 
(SRRs) indicate a possible scenario in which films as thin as 10 nm may be measured 
[55]. These ideas capitalize on the structure of split-ring resonators, whose natural 
oscillation frequencies depend critically on the permittivity of the boarding dielectrics. 
Our work has shown good consistency with this principle: the resonance frequency of 
SRRs shifted from 0.80 THz to 0.51 THz by changing the substrate from fused silica to 
silicon. In terms of practical sensing, however, the limits of this technique are clearly 
important as they will ultimately define the utility of the sensing approach. Here we 
investigate the behavior of dielectric over layers on metamaterials, with particular 
relevance to sensing limitations. We first present measured THz transmission data 
illustrating the resonance shifting effects and then compare this to previous similar 
approaches. Finally, we discuss the implications in terms of practical sensing 
considerations. 
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8. 2 Experiment 
 
 
The array of square SRRs, made from an optically thick 200-nm aluminum film, is 
micro-fabricated by conventional lithography technique on a 0.64-mm-thick silicon 
substrate (p-type resistivity 20 Ω cm). Double-ring SRR with a minimum feature d = 5 
µm in the splits of the rings and other dimensions of w = 5 µm, t = 5 µm, l = 40 µm, and a 
lattice constant of P = 60 µm. Each SRR array has a 20 mm × 20 mm clear aperture. The 
dielectric layer on the SRR arrays is either spin coated by single-wafer spin processor 
(Laurell WS-400A) or deposited by thermal evaporator (BOC Edwards AUTO 306). 
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Figure 8-1 - Frequency-dependent amplitude transmission. The points are the actual 
measured data and the continuous lines are the zero padded curves. The E field of THz 
pulses is perpendicular to the SRR gaps. 
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Figure 8-2 - Zoomed Frequency-dependent amplitude transmission at (a) LC resonance 
and (b) Dipole resonance; Dots are actual data and lines are zero padded data. 
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Figure 8-1(a) illustrates the frequency-dependent amplitude transmission of a planar SRR 
metamaterial without (solid curves) and with a dielectric layer made from a 16-µm-thick 
photoresist (Futurrex, Inc., dotted curves). The transmission is extracted from the ratio of 
the Fourier-transformed amplitude spectra of the sample to the reference; the latter being 
a blank silicon slab identical to the SRR substrate coated with the same thickness of 
dielectric layer as that on each sample. Two distinct resonance dips observed in the 
uncoated SRR array are the LC resonance LCω  at 0.460 THz and the electric dipole 
resonance 0ω  at 1.356 THz. When a thin dielectric layer is applied on the surface of 
SRRs, a frequency shift is observed at both resonances. As shown by the dotted curve in 
Fig.. 8-1(a), with a 16-µm-thick dielectric layer ( 2.07.21 ±=ε  at 1.0 THz), both the LC 
and the dipole resonances shift to lower frequencies by 36 and 60 GHz, respectively. 
Figure 8-1(b) shows the corresponding phase change obtained from the phase difference 
between the sample and the reference spectra. By having the derivative shape of the sharp 
resonances in the transmission, the phase change also clearly reveals the frequency red 
shift due to the effect of the dielectric overlayer.   
 
The measured resonances LCω  and  0ω  as a function of thickness of the dielectric layer 
are shown as open circles in Fig.s. 8-2(a) and 8-2 (b), respectively. As the thickness of 
the film changes from 1.5 to 16 µm, both resonances shift to lower frequencies. The LC 
frequency is tuned from 0.446 to 0.424 THz, while the electric resonance redshifts from 
1.332 to 1.296 THz. The insets illustrate the corresponding amplitude transmission near 
the resonances with various film thicknesses. To further explore the redshift behavior of 
the SRRs, even thicker dielectric layers are applied. However, for film thicknesses varied 
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from 16 to 90 µm, the frequency shift of both LCω  and becomes saturated and we see no 
obvious change in the resonance frequencies. 
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Figure 8-3 - (a) LC ( LCω ) and (b) electric dipole (ωdipole) resonance frequencies as a 
function of thickness of the dielectric overlayer on SRRs. The measured (open circles) 
simulated (dots) results are represented by open squares and dots, respectively, with the 
dotted curves as a guide to the eye. The peak frequencies of both resonances are 
determined from the results of numerical fitting to the measured data by using zero 
padding [56].  
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Figure 8-4 - Measured amplitude transmission at (a) LC and (b) Dipole resonances of a 
double-ring SRR metamaterial with a B2O3 nano overlayer film. The dots are measured 
points and lines are zero padded curves. 
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8. 3 Analysis 
 
We now discuss the implications of the measured data with respect to sensing limitations 
inherent in these metamaterials. While a 2-3 GHz resonance shift is both measurable and 
repeatable in our data, it is certainly approaching the minimum measurable change for 
this experimental conFig.uration. Systems in which noise or sensor contamination is a 
larger issue would obviously require greater resonance shifts for positive identification. 
Since the measured resonance shifts were due to alterations in the SRR capacitance, one 
can formulate a quantitative approach to determining the limitations of SRRs as sensors. 
It begins by utilizing the RLC circuit model of the SRR, a valid and commonly used 
approach for describing SRR behavior. A 2 GHz resonance redshift corresponding to 
−0.4% (at 0.503 THz) is caused by a 0.8% increase in SRR capacitance. It is generally 
accepted that most of the capacitive response of a SRR occurs in a small volume 
surrounding the ring gaps. This is due to the strong field enhancement commonly 
observed there. However, our measured data shows that this enhancement is not quite as 
useful for sensing as it first appears. The 100 nm B2O3 over layer half fills all the regions 
(ring gaps and space between rings) bound by the 200 nm thick aluminum. Even with 
strong electric field concentration, this significant gap alteration only results in a 0.8% 
change in the net SRR capacitance. 
 
The limitations to this sensing modality become apparent. A metamaterial array based on 
a high-permittivity substrate will have a large, and likely majority, capacitive 
contribution in the substrate. Obviously, the sensed layer cannot penetrate the substrate or  
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interact with any of the electric flux contained therein. This substantially dilutes the 
change in capacitance and decreases the amount of resonance shift due to the overlayer. 
Though thinner substrates would certainly improve the situation, it’s clear from the 
saturated resonance shift data of Fig.. 8-2 that a substrate of only 10-20 µm is sufficient 
to maximize this dilution effect. Such thin substrates obviously cause great fabrication 
and durability challenges. This is only one manifestation of the overarching limit to 
sensing with metamaterials: there is critical volume of electric flux which must be 
contained within the sensed layer to cause a measurable resonance shift. Yet another 
instance is revealed by the saturated resonance data. From Fig.. 8-2 we can surmise that 
SRR fringing fields extend out to roughly 16 µm. Again, this represents electric flux that 
is not contained directly within the SRR gaps. As such, any sensed layer confined to the 
gaps would have no interaction with this fringing flux, thus reducing its effect on the 
measured resonance. These considerations indicate that THz sensing of low-volume 
layers (i.e. single-molecule layers, functionalized receptor planes, low-density airborne 
species, etc.) using metamaterials on thick, high-index substrates faces a number of 
possible challenges, in spite of potentially large sample permittivities. 
 
Given the limitations defined by the data we can estimate how much the situation could 
be improved by altering the metamaterial substrate. What follows is an extrapolation of 
the measured results that permits an estimation of the sensing limitations of our ring 
design. The same procedure could be applied to measurements of any similar 
metamaterial, however the specific numbers involved would change. The minimum 
sample volume which could be sensed with a substrate-free metametamaterial design (or 
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free-standing metamaterial) can be approximated by first assuming that the electric flux 
distribution on either side of the plane of our Si-based SRR is spatially symmetric. The 
symmetry here refers only to the shape of the flux distribution, not its density, which is 
greater in the substrate due to its high permittivity. This implies that the substrate-bound 
flux accounts for roughly 90% of the total SRR capacitance. The total SRR capacitance is 
then modeled as four parallel capacitors: 1C being the capacitance due to flux within the 
substrate, 2aC  due to flux within the air filled fraction of the gap volumes, 2dC  due to flux 
within the over layer filled fraction of the gaps, and 3C  due to fringing flux in air. If the 
0.8% measured capacitance shift is due only to dielectric changes in the gap volumes, 
then it can be shown that 2 2a dC C+  only accounts for about 0.6% of the total SRR 
capacitance, 0C . 
 
8. 4 Comparison with biosensor platform 
 
Finally, it is useful to compare the sensitivity, advantages, and disadvantages of the 
device analyzed in this paper to more established label-free biosensor platforms, an issue 
commonly overlooked in THz oriented work. Most of the label-free biosensor platforms 
measure mass-loading over a finite sensing area, and thus sensitivities are quoted in units 
of pg/mm2. Examples of non-optical techniques include quartz microbalances and 
surface acoustic wave sensors, with reported sensitivities in the range of 5–200 pg/mm2. 
A number of commercial optical biosensors have mass sensing resolutions ranging from 
0.1–5 pg/mm2 [57] over areas ranging from 50 µm2 [56] to 23,000 µm2 [58]. These mass 
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resolution ranges allow detection of relatively small compounds (100’s of daltons (Da)) 
on larger immobilized targets (10’s of kDa). In DNA hybridization, one typically 
measures the addition of  7–10 kDa oligo fragments to immobilized short strands, but 
with very small changes in overall thickness .We can compare our device to these 
systems by knowing that the aforementioned mass-loading translates into a thickness 
resolution on the order of a few nanometers to achieve monolayer sensitivity to 
macromolecules. For example, a monolayer of BSA adsorbs with a thickness of 4.5 nm 
[59]. Adsorbed thickness is only 2 nm for 20-base long double-stranded DNA. The 
results of our experimental analysis show such fine thickness resolution is obviously 
unattainable with our devices. On the other hand, the THz regime offers large changes in 
permittivity associated with these macromolecule layers, a feature unavailable to optical 
sensors. Therefore, with improved metamaterial designs, these goals could be within 
reach in the near future. 
 
8. 5 Summary of results 
 
In conclusion, we have performed THz-TDS measurements on planar metamaterials with 
various dielectric overlayers. These data can be used to investigate the limitations and 
obstacles of using THz metamaterials as sensing devices. We have found that for our 
particular metamaterial design an overlayer of 100 nm is quickly approaching the limit of 
detectability. Our results are largely consistent with previous findings. However, 
measured results were not always in good agreement with simulations, particularly those 
involving very thin films (<200 nm). This strongly points to the necessity of experimental 
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verification, not only to properly structure future simulations, but also to reveal the 
practical difficulties of analyte deposition on split-ring based sensors. Finally, our results 
illustrate many of the factors involved in sensing optimization, such as ring geometry, 
substrate composition, analyte composition and deposition, resonance effects, and 
limitations of the THz measurement system. Previous works have also discussed how 
some of these optimization variables might be utilized in future metamaterials and 
frequency selective surface based sensors. Such work presents a promising outlook for 
THz sensing technology. 
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CHAPTER IX 
 
 
ELECROMAGNETICALLY INDUCED 
TRANSPARENCY (EIT) IN METAMATERIALS. 
 
9. 1 EIT- A quantum phenomena 
 
 
Electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) is a coherent optical nonlinearity which 
renders a medium transparent over a narrow spectral range within an absorption line. 
Extreme dispersion is also created within this transparency window which also leads to 
slow light. Observation of EIT involves two highly coherent optical fields which are 
tuned to interact with three quantum states of the material. The probe field is tuned near 
resonance between two of the states and measures the absorption of the transition. A 
much stronger coupling field is tuned near resonance at a different transition. When the 
states are selected properly, the presence of the coupling field creates a spectral window 
of transparency which is detected by the probe as shown in Fig.. 9-1 [60]. The coupling 
laser is referred to as pump or control field.
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Figure 9-1. The effect of EIT on a typical absorption line. A weak probe experiences 
absorption shown as dotted blue line. A second coupling beam induces EIT and creates a 
window in the absorption region shown as the red solid curve [60]. 
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9. 2 EIT in context of metamaterials 
 
Metamaterials are a recently introduced novel class of artificial matter that is composed 
of, usually, periodically arranged unit cells. Their purpose is to control the properties of 
light propagation at will. This is accomplished by defining an appropriately tailored 
geometry for the unit cell. If the unit cells are sufficiently small, it is possible to 
homogenize the structure and attribute effective material parameters. To induce an 
effective electric and/or magnetic polarization that strongly deviates from that of a simple 
spatial average of the intrinsic material properties, resonances are usually evoked. 
Prominent examples for such unit cells are cut wire pairs or split ring resonators (SRR). 
At optical frequencies the resonances rely on the excitation of localized plasmon 
polaritons in the metallic structures forming the entities in the unit cell. At lowered 
wavelengths the same resonances persist, though then they should be rather understood 
on the base of an antenna effect. Once the fundamental mechanisms were revealed, 
sudden interest sparked on how the concepts of coupling between plasmonic eigenmodes 
can be exploited to sculpture the resonances of metamaterials in a more appropriate 
manner. Prominent examples are the application of the plasmon hybridization method 
[61,62] to explain the occurrence of magnetic atoms or even, more recently, magnetic 
molecule. Such investigations are usually driven by the desire to enlarge the bandwidth or 
to sharpen the resonances. As a rule of thumb one is inclined to believe that the sharper 
the resonance the stronger is the induced dispersion in the effective material parameters. 
Such resonance sharpening is extremely beneficial for obtaining low loss metamaterials. 
As the imaginary part of the material parameter decays off resonance faster than the real 
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part, such sharp resonances would permit to choose an operating frequency for the 
metamaterial far away from the resonance position.  
 
Potentially the most appealing approach to observe sharp resonances in coupled objects 
makes use of the excitation of a polaritonic resonance that is formed between a bright and 
a dark eigenmode [63,64]. For the purpose of coupling, the symmetry of the system has 
to be broken in order to allow the excitation of the dark state. Otherwise, it would have 
been forbidden. Speaking in terms of quality factors, the broken symmetry reduces the Q-
factor of the dark state from infinity to a finite value. First investigations on such kind of 
systems were recently reported. They were designed to operate either at optical or at 
radio frequencies. Due to the apparent similarity to quantum interference in an atomic 
system comprising two indistinguishable paths, these investigations are usually regarded 
as a plasmonic analogy to electromagnetic induced transparency [63]. Whereas in such 
atomic system the spectral detuning of both resonances is understood as the principal 
feature that ultimately tailors the resonance, thus far no investigation was reported on 
how such detuning affects the coupled states in their plasmonic counterparts.  
 
9. 3 Experimental design and measurement 
 
 
We performed a systematic investigation of the impact of the relative spectral position of 
the involved resonances on the polaritonic coupled state and distinguished scenarios of 
weak coupling and strong coupling. For this purpose we focus on pairs of SRRs [65,66]. 
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The length of the wires forming the SRR allows controlling the spectral position of the 
resonances in these systems; the spacing between the SRRs permits to tune the coupling 
strength in a controlled manner. The spectral response of appropriately and systematically 
designed samples is experimentally measured using a devoted THz time domain 
spectroscopy (THz-TDS) setup. Complementary rigorous numerical tools are employed 
to elucidate the effects theoretically. We have to stress that the main purpose of this 
investigation is to detail the phenomena occurring in the experimentally accessible 
spectral response from such structures. In consequence, no particular emphasis is put on 
the effective material parameters that could potentially be attributed to the medium.  
 
The sample to be characterized is placed at the 3.5 mm diameter waist of the free space 
THz beam. Two sets of samples are fabricated using conventional photolithography on an 
n-type 640 µm thick silicon wafer with 12 Ω cm resistivity. Their general layout along 
with the definition of all geometrical quantities is shown in Fig. 9-2. The first set of 
samples, MM1-MM3 consists of touching SRRs. The section of the arm that both SRRs 
do share was merged into a single wire as evident from Fig. 9-2a, which represents the 
array of MM1. The second set of samples, MM4-MM6 comprises pairs of SRRs 
separated by a distance of s = 3 µm. Fig.s 9-2b and 9-2c show the schematic and the 
detailed definition of all geometrical parameters for MM4-MM6, respectively. The 
peculiarity of all the samples is the different position of the gap within the ring in both 
SRRs. Each set consists of samples in which the first SRR dimensions are fixed. The 
exact parameters of its geometry as revealed in Fig. 9-1c are g = 2 µm, w = 36 µm, l’ = 
36 µm, t = 6 µm, and h = 200 nm. The SRRs consist of vacuum deposited aluminum. 
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Within each set of samples all the geometrical parameters of the second SRR were kept 
identical except its arm length. The length parameter l was subject to variation and was 
set to be 36 µm, 51 µm, and 21 µm, respectively. The periodicity of the unit cells for all 6 
structures is Λx = 50 µm by Λy = 100 µm. Each of the MM sample array has a 10 mm x 10 
mm clear aperture and the THz wave illuminates the structure at normal incidence. The 
polarization of the electric field is chosen to be parallel to the gap of the first SRR. This 
conFig.uration allows to excite in the spectral domain of interest only an eigenmode in 
the first SRR. This eigenmode is bright and represents the lowest order odd mode. By 
contrast, the lowest eigenmode that can be excited for the second SRR appears at higher 
frequencies outside the spectral domain of interest at 1.33 THz. It is the lowest order even 
eigenmode. Nonetheless, this lowest order eigenmode is actually the second order one of 
the structure as the first order eigenmode appears to be dark and cannot be excited with 
the chosen polarization. The presence of the first SRR, however, breaks the symmetry 
and the mode becomes excitable. In the present investigation the arm length l that is 
subject to variation from sample to sample constitutes the parameter that permits to tune 
the spectral position of the dark relative to the bright mode. The separation s is the 
parameter that allows controlling the coupling strength between the both eigenmodes. 
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Figure 9-2. (a) Principal sketch of samples MM1 – MM3 where s = 0 µm and (b), 
principal sketch of samples MM4 –MM6 where s = 3 µm. (c) Detailed definition of the 
geometrical parameters at the example of the unit cells for MM4-MM6.  They are chosen 
to be t = 6 µm, g  = 2 µm, l’ = w = 36 µm, h = 200 nm, s = 3 µm and l is subject to 
variations. The periodicity of the unit cells in all samples, MM1-MM6 is Λx = 50 µm by 
Λy  = 100 µm.  
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Figure 9-3. Microscopic image of (a) array and (b) Unit cell of MM1 
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Figure 9-4a shows the transmission spectra of the sample MM1. The unit cell of this 
sample contains two identical touching SRRs. The second SRR is rotated by 90 degrees 
with respect to the first one. The transmission spectrum is obtained by normalizing the 
measured transmission to the reference transmission of a blank n-type silicon wafer.  
Well pronounced resonances are difficult to resolve as the odd modes of the first SRR 
and the even modes of the second SRR are both excited with the chosen polarization. 
Consequently, the resulting spectrum consists of a series of closely spaced resonances 
that add up to such a weakly modulated spectrum, although the spectral positions of the 
resonances can be identified as weak dips. The only resonance that appears well 
pronounced occurs in the spectral domain of 0.4 to 0.6 THz. Figure 9-4b shows this 
spectral domain zoomed. From separate simulations it can be deduced that the resonance 
position coincides with the lowest order odd eigenmode that can be excited in the first 
SRR with the chosen polarization. However, we clearly observe a doublet rather than a 
single resonance, resulting in a transparency peak at 0.5 THz. From preliminary 
considerations we can deduce that the doublet occurs because of the strong coupling 
between the bright and the dark plasmonic eigenmode. For complementary purpose the 
Figures show also results from a rigorous numerical simulation of the experimental 
situation. Simulation is based on the Fourier modal method that takes into account the 
exact geometrical parameters, the dispersive permittivity of Al and the measurement 
procedure. We observe an excellent agreement in the entire spectral response that was 
simulated. 
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Figure 9-4. Measured and simulated amplitude transmission spectra of MM1 array which 
consists of touching SRRs with identical arm lengths. The incident E field is polarized 
parallel to the gap of the first SRR in the unit cell. 
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9. 4 Data Analysis 
 
To elucidate this coupling in detail, Figure 9-5a shows the transmission spectrum of 
samples MM1-MM3, which is the case of the touching SRRs. The length l of the side 
arm of the second SRR for one sample was chosen such that for the isolated SRRs the 
resonance frequencies of the bright and the dark mode are the same. For the two other 
samples the dark mode appears at lower (higher) frequencies for a longer (shorter) length 
of its arms l. A pronounced and very strong spectral splitting of the bright mode is only 
observed for the sample where the wire length l of both SRRs is the same. The 
transparency peak at 0.5 THz is as high as 0.76. As the length of the second SRR is 
increased to 51 µm the dark eigenmode is excited at 0.37 THz. When the length is 
reduced to 21 µm in MM3, the dark eigenmode is shifted to the higher frequency of 0.77 
THz. The excitation of the dark resonance is extremely weakened as soon as the size of 
the second SRR deviates strongly from the size of the first SRR. For comparison, Fig. 9-
3b shows results of the simulated transmission for the samples MM1-MM3. Simulations 
are in perfect agreement with the experimental data of Figure 9-5a. All qualitative 
features are resolved and, to a certain extent, even quantitatively. The remaining 
discrepancies occur because of minor deviations in the dimensions of the fabricated 
sample geometry when compared to the design values that were considered in the 
simulations. From supportive simulation it can be seen that the spectra are sensitive 
against slight variations in the gap width g and the separation s.  
 
Figure 9-5c shows the measured transmission spectrum of the 3 µm separated SRRs, 
MM4-MM6. Although difficult to resolve, the dark mode is weakly excited at 0.36 THz 
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in sample MM5 (l > l’) and at 0.81 THz in sample MM6 (l < l’). The spectral separation 
of the two entities forming the doublet in sample MM4 (l = l’) is not as strong as for the 
touching SRRs. The numerically calculated spectrum is shown in Figure 9-5d. It is 
similarly in good agreement as the measurements.  
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Figure 9-5. (a) Measured and (b) simulated amplitude transmission spectra of samples 
MM1-MM3. (c) Measured and (d) simulated transmission spectra of MM4-MM6. 
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9. 5 Simulation of transmission energy 
 
Prior to discussing the results in detail, we show in Fig. 9-6a the color-coded simulated 
transmitted energy for the scenario where the two SRRs are touching. In the simulation 
the length parameter l is gradually increased from 15 to 50 µm, all the other geometrical 
parameters are set to be identical to their experimental counterparts. The extracted 
resonance positions are shown additionally (blue curve). The spectral position of the dark 
mode in the uncoupled scenario is likewise shown (green curve). The spectral positions 
were extracted from separate simulations of the same geometrical situation in the absence 
of the first SRR and a polarization of the incident electric field that was set to be parallel 
to the gap of the second SRR. This rotation of the incident polarization basically switches 
the eigenmode from being dark to bright. In passing we note that the spectral position of 
the bright mode remains constant and is evidently not affected by the variation of the 
wire length l of the second SRR.  Fig. 9-6b shows the same results for the samples where 
the two SRRs are separated by 3 µm. 
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Figure 9-6. Simulated transmission of (a) touching SRRs and (b) 3 µm separated SRRs 
with the arm length l of the second SRR changes from 15 to 50 µm. The green curve is 
the resonance position of the second SRR with the E field polarized parallel to its gap as 
extracted from separate simulations. The blue curve is the resonance position of the 
excited eigenmodes extracted from the spectra. 
(b) 
(a) 
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9. 6 Discussion  
 
From the experimental and the theoretical results we clearly observe a strong coupling 
between the bright and the dark plasmonic eigenmodes. Their interaction becomes 
possible because at a relative rotation by 90° the orientation of both SRRs breaks the 
overall symmetry of the coupled structure. This broken symmetry renders the excitation 
of the otherwise forbidden dark mode possible. However, due to their coupled nature the 
eigenmodes themselves are not excitable but rather a polaritonic state, which can be 
clearly seen from the simulated dispersion relation. For large spectral detuning of both 
resonances the excitation of the dark mode is rather weak; though traces in transmission 
remain evident. The closer the resonance frequencies get the stronger is the excitation of 
the dark mode. Similarly, the excited eigenmodes deviate from the spectral position of 
the eigenmodes for the isolated SRRs. Anticrossing causes a strong spectral separation of 
the bright and the dark mode from their spectral position in the unperturbed situation. We 
observe the excitation of a polaritonic state. A Rabi splitting of the energetic levels is 
experimentally observed and numerically verified for the case of the two touching SRRs. 
Such strong splitting renders the observed spectra to be similar to an Autler-Townes-like 
doublet. On the contrary, if the coupling between both resonances is significantly reduced 
(MM4-MM6 where the SRRs are separated by s = 3 µm) we do not observe sharp 
spectral features in the transmission spectra, neither in the experiments nor in the 
simulations. Although qualitatively, all features remain the same when compared to the 
case of two touching SRRs, the interaction of both SRRs is fairly weak. The weak 
coupling seems to be insufficient to induce sudden spectral changes, as one would expect 
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in the case of a truly EIT analogy. The reduced coupling is caused by the reduced spatial 
overlap of the two eigenmodes. Because the eigenmodes are locally confined to the SRR, 
the probability to excite the dark mode is reduced in the broken symmetry conFig.uration 
for a large separation s of both SRRs. From the experimental and the theoretical data we 
can safely explain all spectral phenomena on the base of the plasmon hybridization 
model. Because of the broken symmetry the dark mode is bright. We assume that no 
significant deviation of its quality factor is encountered as compared to the bright mode. 
If both modes couple, a spectral splitting occurs. It leads to the formation of a symmetric 
and an anti symmetric mode. And finally the magnitude of the observed spectral splitting 
depends on the coupling strength between both eigenmodes.  
 
 
 
9. 7 Summary of results 
 
 
 
To summarize, our most important achievement in this work is to having elucidated the 
coupling between a dark and a bright plasmonic eigenmode in unit cells of MMs with 
broken symmetry. By increasing or decreasing the arm length of the second SRR the 
relative spectral position of both resonances can be controlled. It allows investigating the 
dispersion relation of the polaritonic state that is formed between the dark and the bright 
mode. It was observed that for a noticeable excitation of the polaritonic state the spectral 
positions of both states have to be sufficiently close. A significant coupling strength 
between both states leads then to a strong spectral splitting which in turn results in a 
transparency peak. The interaction between a dark and a bright mode in such broken 
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symmetry unit cells adds a complementary aspect to the great variety offered by 
nanophotonics to tailor spectral resonances at will. Particularly in the field of MM it 
might lead to the development of broad band unit cells, low loss MMs or spectrally 
strong dispersive unit cells having a large effective group index. 
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CHAPTER X 
 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The focus of this research has been to engineer the resonance properties of THz MMs for 
various applications like bio-sensing, negative refraction, sub wavelength antennas, and 
slowing down light. There were several impactful results obtained while probing into the 
exotic behavior of THz MMs.  
 
Experimental work in the area of ultrathin meta films MMs gave insights into the critical 
metal film thicknesses at which the fundamental resonances of MMs show signs of 
evolution, gradual strengthening and saturation. This property can lead to the discovery 
of a passive THz modulators where the THz waves can be modulated just by varying the 
metafilm thickness of the MMs. An attempt to design an extremely high quality (Q 
factor) MM resonator was carried out by using high conductivity metafilms. 
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It was concluded in this experiment performed by us that the Q factor of these THz MMs 
saturates beyond a certain high conductivity of metals since the tremendous acceleration 
of electrons results in radiation losses which cannot be eleiminated for such thin 
metafilms.  
 
Another route was followed to increase the Q factor of planar MMs where we used the 
concept of near field dipole coupling among SRRs by bringing them extremely close and 
obtaining a sharp resonant feature with ‘Q = 19’ due to coherent coupling among the split 
ring resonators which is so far the highest among all existing planar THz MMs.  
 
The sensing capabilities of MMs was demonstrated and proposed to be used for bio 
sensing applications by coating nano dimension thin film layers of DNA on the planar 
MMs. The sensitivity can be greatly enhanced if the quality factors of the planar THz 
MMs can be increased by orders of magnitude. This still remains a challenge to be 
worked on in future. 
 
We also discovered a classical analog of the remarkable quantum phenomena, the 
electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) through plasmonic coupling in THz 
MMs for the purpose of slowing down light.  
 
The discoveries made in the area of THz MMs have added a whole lot to the present state 
of knowledge. The lack of THz components has always been a limitation for the 
development of full fledged THz devices for various applications. Our discoveries have 
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definitely hastened the development of THz optics, imaging and sensing devices built on 
the principles of MMs. The MMs have also opened up the whole new field of designing 
optical antennas with desired response which were once only limited to lower 
frequencies. MMs have the potential to revolutionize the way light can be guided around 
an object, rather than reflect or refract. Our findings have established a strong connection 
towards the goal of finally creating cloaking devices. This technology for example can 
hide a stealth bomber sheathed by a layer of MMs and prevent its detection by radar. 
Finally, our research is a step forward towards building an optimized negative refractive 
index MM which will ultimately lead to the construction of a flat super lens with the 
ability to overcome the diffraction limit. 
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